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Abstract
Users have been repeatedly shown to misinterpret the information within phishing
emails that identify them as such, leading to incorrect assumptions of legitimacy. This
paper and its predecessor outline the creation of a novel system that attempts to address
this problem. This system evaluates information within emails that can conclusively
identify phishing emails, and presents this to users automatically. In doing so, it may
reduce the human-error involved in the user’s evaluation process and thus improve
their ability to detect phishing emails. Within this paper, a browser-based email inbox
is modified to include this system. This simulated inbox is then used to conduct a
quantitative study of 22 participants, aiming to evaluate how users interact with the
system and the effect the system has on user phishing susceptibility. Users were found
to have increased phishing detection precision and confidence. However, the study’s
limitations prevented further conclusions from being drawn. Nonetheless, this study
motivates similar works in exploring the potential of automated user assistance in
phishing detection.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

As the world has become increasingly digital, so too has the way we communicate with
each other. One of the most prevalent forms of this digital communication - ubiquitous
throughout institutions, workplaces, and academia worldwide - is that of electronic mail
(email). Hundreds of billions of emails are sent every day between the 3.9 billion unique
users possessing an email account [38]. Email is a global system allowing anyone to
communicate with anyone. However, alongside technological progress comes the need
to advance the methods we use to safeguard ourselves from malice; the ubiquity of
email has allowed users to be accessible to deceptive schemes and exploitation.

The term ‘phishing’ refers to a class of social-engineering attacks wherein a fraudulent
message is sent with the intent to deceive the recipient into believing the message is from
a trustworthy source. Through exploiting the recipient’s misplaced trust, the attacker
intends to manipulate the recipient into engaging with the message in a way they would
not if they knew the true sender. This could result in the recipient unwittingly visiting
a malicious website [45], downloading malicious software [101], revealing sensitive
information [67], etc. . 96% of phishing attacks are delivered via email [93, 116],
constituting the most prevalent form of social-engineering attack [117] and the most
common form of cybercrime [29, 80] worldwide.

The damage these attacks cause is significant. Estimates place the worldwide economic
damage at millions of USD per minute [93]. This has motivated a range of research into
both technical and user-focused solutions to prevent phishing attacks from succeeding.

For an email phishing attack to succeed the email must complete two things. First,
it must bypass the automated mechanisms that detect and prevent malicious emails
from reaching the recipient at all. Recent work has increased the detection rate of
malicious emails upwards of 99.9% [57]. Despite this success, no system - nor any
group of systems - will be able to guarantee that no phishing emails will ever reach their
recipients [50]. The fact that phishing emails will arrive in user inboxes is inescapable.
Thus, this leaves the final obstacle a phishing email must overcome: the human that
reads it [59].

In 2022, 82% of corporate data breaches involved human error in some way, with
phishing being the most common vector of attack [117]. Multiple studies have shown
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Chapter 1. Introduction 2

that users often fail to actively engage themselves in evaluating the legitimacy of emails
they receive [69, 78, 118]. Moreover, when they do, they often do not see [41], do not
understand [26], or do not use [123] the evidence within emails that can conclusively
identify them as phishing, leading to users reaching incorrect conclusions.

This presents two facts: phishing emails will arrive in user inboxes, and many of those
users are susceptible to engaging with said emails in unsafe ways.

Motivated by these shortcomings, last year I proposed a system that addressed a gap in
the existing literature [95]. I reviewed the common characteristics of phishing attacks,
and discovered a wealth of information within emails that could be automatically
extracted and evaluated to identify them. Thus, I developed a system - the email analysis
module - that demonstrated that it is possible to automatically create a contextualised,
human-readable report about any email’s legitimacy using this information. This report
attempts to alleviate the burden on the user by automatically evaluating the information
they commonly misinterpret. Further, the process to create this report was measured
in seconds as opposed to the tens of minutes it takes for an organisations’ Security
Operations Centre (SOC) to respond when a user asks for help on a particular email
[32]. In my literature review I did not identify a previous system that performed these
functions. I will describe this system in more detail in Chapter 3.

However, it was not demonstrated whether this novel system would be beneficial to a
user’s ability to identify phishing emails. If this is the case, the system may become a
valuable addition to the phishing defence framework. Determining this is central to the
work conducted in this paper. Thus, in this paper, I make the following contributions:

• Firstly, I will outline the technical and social vulnerabilities that exist within the
email framework. I will then investigate the previous work conducted in the field
of user-focused phishing literature; this will inform and motivate an appropriate
approach to evaluating the aforementioned system.

• I will outline the work I completed in the previous year and the improvements
made since. Subsequently, I will describe other systems I have created that build
upon this work.

• I will describe the methodology behind a quantitative study of 22 participants that
aimed to evaluate whether the information provided by the system assists users in
identifying phishing emails, and to determine how the participants interact with
the system.

• To conduct this study, I modified a website that simulates an email inbox to include
the system. The process I undertook and challenges that arose are described.

• Finally, I will discuss the implications and limitations of said study before recom-
mending a suggested direction for the future work.

This paper was conducted alongside the research of the Technology Usability Lab in
Privacy and Security (TULiPS) at the University of Edinburgh (UoE), and builds upon
the research conducted by Zhang in 2021 [130]. Zhang’s work investigated potential
features for the email analysis module, which I implemented last year and will evaluate
in this paper.



Chapter 2

Background and Relevant Work

Within this chapter I will firstly outline the technical specifications of emails and the
technical and social vulnerabilities that arise therein - a process conducted in more
detail last year [95]. Subsequently, I will discuss relevant works within of the field of
phishing research to motivate the work conducted within this paper.

2.1 Email Phishing

The technical specifications defining what an ‘email’ is are outlined across several
documents and protocols [28, 108]. The current standardised email format is established
in Request For Comments (RFC) 5322 [46, 90] and its extensions in the Multipurpose
Internet Mail Extensions (MIME) standard [31]. This format mandates that an email
must consist of two parts: the header and body.

The header is a structured set of fields containing information about the email. Such
headers may include a Message-ID that uniquely identifies that email, or the From
header that contains the sender’s address. There are 184 potential headers an email may
have [54]. The header precedes the body, which contains the information the sender
intended for the recipient to see, which may be text, images, attached files, etc. .

Emails are sent/received by Mail User Agents (MUA) [108], also known as email
clients, e.g., Microsoft Outlook [74]. MUAs use intermediary agents1 when sending an
email to another MUA, creating a ‘received chain’ of agents involved in transferring
an email to the recipient. This process is defined in the Simple Mail Transfer Protocol
(SMTP) [53]. Emails are accessed by recipients using the Internet Message Access
Protocol (IMAP) [72]. Emails are predominantly stored using the ‘de facto standard[]’
[88] file type Electronic Mail Format (EML) [106].

2.1.1 How Phishing Attacks Exploit Email and the User

Within these specifications arise a number of technical limitations that can be exploited
by malicious users [2, 15]. Further, there are a number of user-focused techniques an

1Mail Transfer Agents/Mail Delivery Agents.
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Chapter 2. Background and Relevant Work 4

email phishing attack may use to deceive a user [25, 26, 48, 56]. These include, but are
not limited to, the following:

• ‘Spoofing’ - SMTP alone does not define a way for the recipient to guarantee that
the email arrived from the address it purports to be from [58]. In SMTP, anyone
is able to send an email as if they were anyone else - a phenomenon known as
‘spoofing’. To solve this, 4 additional authentication protocols have been created -
Authenticated Received Chain (ARC), Sender Policy Framework (SPF), Domain
Keys Identified Message (DKIM), and Domain-based Message Authentication,
Reporting, and Conformance (DMARC) [22]. However, acceptance of these new
standards - while increasing - is low [23]. Further, these headers may themselves
be edited to appear as though the sender authenticated successfully2 [112].

• Email Addresses - While spoofing allows for the exact replication of another
address, attackers may purposefully give themselves an address that closely
resembles other senders - a manipulation the aforementioned authentication
protocols cannot solve [22] but may deceive users [26].

• Attachments - Attaching files to emails has legitimate uses, however 36% of
phishing emails use attachments to send malware [17] that, if downloaded, may
create malicious processes on the recipients’ device [101].

• Language - Phishing attacks commonly feature predictable patterns in their use of
language: heightened emotions [95], urgent language [2], poor grammar/spelling
[2], not using the recipients’ name [7], to using specific words often found in
phishing emails [8].

• Uniform Resource Locators (URLs) - A URL is a reference to a networked
file, document, web page, etc., which allow the user to access the referenced
information [9]. These can be manipulated to allow a malicious sender to deceive
recipients into believing the URL references a resource it does not [119]. The
URL may reference a malicious resource, such as malware or a malicious website,
while looking to many users as a reference to a legitimate resource [1, 119]. URLs
are the most prevalent vector of attack in phishing emails [89], yet users often
misunderstand and/or incorrectly evaluate the legitimacy of them [1, 25].

• HTML - the HyperText Markup Language (HTML) allows users to add colours,
images, etc., to emails [124]. It also allows for the execution of JavaScript code
[76], however, code execution is no longer tolerated in the vast majority of email
clients [127]. A more relevant exploit is the HTML anchor (a) tag. This allows
for further obfuscation of URLs in an email by making the text shown to the user
(the tag’s content) be an entirely different URL than the one it actually points to
(the tag’s Hypertext REFerence (href)) - a phenomenon I call mismatching.

2DKIM protects against this, but often the protocol may detect changes within the email without
informing the recipient out side the email header.
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2.2 Quantifying Phishing Susceptibility

Seeking to reach a scientific consensus upon the definition of phishing, Lastdrager
defined the class of attacks as follows: “Phishing is a scalable act of deception whereby
impersonation is used to obtain information from a target.” [59]. This target is not
software, nor hardware, but the user [30]. As such, there is significant responsibility
placed on the user to prevent the phishing attack from succeeding. While much research
has investigated methods to alleviate this responsibility through technical solutions
[3, 15, 50], research has also sought to understand why users are deceived by phishing
attacks and how best to assist them in evaluating an emails legitimacy.

2.2.1 User Motivations

When attempting to understand a user’s susceptibility to phishing attacks, it must be
acknowledged that preventing the success of phishing attacks is not the user’s primary
goal [30, 125]. Herley remarks that the constant competition for users’ time and focus
on the modern internet plays a significant role in shaping user priorities; security experts
often do not provide sufficient evidence to convince users that investing time in security
measures is worth more than their primary goals [42, 43]. Indeed, Herley asserts that
users will typically exert only the minimum effort required when addressing security
concerns [43]. A body of research supports this thinking, showing that users wilfully
perform insecure behaviours because of the perceived benefit, be it in time or effort
expended [44, 47, 125]. Thus, it is unreasonable to assume the user will always expend
the increased effort required to check each detail of every email to evaluate legitimacy.

It is hypothesised that user motivations result in two forms of cognitive processing with
regards to identifying phishing [69, 78, 118, 121]: the default, passive process requiring
reduced user time and effort, and an active one where the user is more discerning and
investing increased effort. The user may be prompted into the active state by various
factors, such as cues within the email suggesting illegitimacy [122], explicit reminders
of secure behaviour [113], or being informed that they will be assessed on their ability
to identify phishing attempts [85], etc. .

A range of literature supports this thinking. Vishwanath et al. demonstrated that
successful phishing attacks are often characterised by the deceived user having limited
motivation, resulting in an insufficient examination of the email [118]. Luo et al.
emphasise that the objective of a phishing attacker is to create messages that deter
thorough processing, leading to quick, incorrect decisions [69]. Musuva et al. found
that users with less phishing knowledge were less likely to expend effort in analysing
an email, and that users who expended more effort analysing an email were more likely
to correctly identify phishing [78]. Wash [122] and Wash et al. [123] showed that users
passively read an email until they are triggered into a more active state of awareness by
heuristic cues suggesting illegitimacy. Further, research in other areas of cybersecurity
have identified that users need only be reminded of secure practices for them to engage
more actively [113].

Parsons et al. sought to evaluate the effect of prompting users into a more active state on
their ability to discern genuine emails from phishing [85]. They conducted a role-play
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experiment with 117 participants managing 50 emails. The study investigated the
impact of participants’ awareness of the phishing study on their decisions. Half of the
participants were informed about the phishing assessment. Those informed showed
significantly better performance in identifying phishing emails. This increase was
not because informed participants were biased towards judging an email as phishing,
instead, they demonstrated increased ability to discriminate between genuine and
phishing emails.

This effect, known as ‘framing’ or ‘priming’ [111], is considered deleterious to the
generalisability of studies’ results, as the results may not accurately reflect how users
would respond to phishing attempts in real-world situations. Thus, many phishing
studies have aimed to avoid prompting the user into an active state when measuring
susceptibility [26, 55, 131]

However, Parsons et al.’s study and those previously discussed also asserts it is beneficial
to engage the user when they are evaluating an email’s legitimacy. Engaging the user in
evaluating the email more thoroughly may prevent successful phishing attacks [118]
and counteract phishing tactics that attempt to prevent such examination [69]. A study
may build on this work by evaluating a system that engages the user when evaluating
emails.

Such a study would first need to be informed by an understanding of why users are
deceived by phishing attacks. Through this, it may be determined how the system could
most effectively activate this higher level of processing.

2.2.2 Understanding Why Users are Deceived by Phishing Attacks

Several studies have explored the ways in which users engage with their emails and
how they decide whether an email is suspicious. Through better understanding user be-
haviour, these studies inform future strategies in assisting users with detecting phishing
attempts.

Wash explored how experts approach suspicious emails [122]. 21 experts were asked
about a phishing email they recently encountered. They were asked questions about
what they noticed, what they expected, what felt off, any investigations they conducted,
how they decided if the email was legitimate, and what actions they took afterwards.
Wash discovered that expert users notice and mentally accumulate discrepancies in an
email until they are made suspicious, at which point they conduct an examination of
the email and make a conclusion. This process fails when the user does not become
suspicious or incorrectly assesses the evidence. Wash contends that those with limited
technical expertise are more likely to fail in this process as they may not know the
correct characteristics to examine, leading to an inadequate evaluation of the email.

On the other side of expertise, Downs et al. examined security-naive users’ sensitivity
to features typically used to identify phishing emails [26]. The researchers surveyed
20 individuals, asking them to examine 15 emails. They found that, while participants
identified features that commonly characterise phishing, they misunderstood and mis-
used these features when evaluating legitimacy. Further, the participants also focused
on unsound features that are not reliable indicators of phishing, such as interpreting
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the text of the email body. The researchers concluded that a user being aware of the
existence of typical features within phishing emails is insufficient - the user must also
understand these features and why they are useful in the evaluation process.

Dhamija et al. assessed 22 participants in their ability to differentiate between genuine
and phishing websites [19]. Their findings echoed that of Downs et al., in that even the
most careful and knowledgeable users incorrectly evaluated indicators of trust, such
as padlock icons within browser search bars, in their estimation of legitimacy. These
findings are further corroborated by the more recent work conducted by Kirlappos and
Sasse [51], who found that users misinterpret symbols of trust and instead use their own
heuristics to evaluate legitimacy which are often unsound.

While each of the above studies had a limited number of participants, Wash et al.’s
survey with 297 participants, selected to form a demographically representative sample,
corroborates their results and mitigates potential concerns about the generalisability
of their conclusions [123]. The participants were surveyed using similar methodology
as Wash [122]. Wash et al. found that the majority of participants were less likely to
notice ‘conclusive distinguishers’ - features that can be used to definitively determine
an email’s legitimacy, such as attachments or URLs. These findings echo that of the
studies previously mentioned. Further, Wash et al. found that users utilise unique
information that technical filters do not use when determining their estimation of an
email’s legitimacy. Due to this, they suggest that instead of asserting behavioural
changes in users, future work should aim to “strengthen the capabilities that are unique
to humans”.

Finally, In Harrison et al.’s study involving university students, all 113 participants
failed to notice the typographical errors in a simulated phishing email [41].

In summary, these studies emphasise that users often misinterpret [19, 26, 51] and
overlook [41, 123] information that may help them assess an email’s legitimacy. Addi-
tionally, they focus on unsound indicators of legitimacy in their evaluations [26, 51].

To build upon this research, a potential study may evaluate the effect of presenting
reliable indicators of phishing to users automatically. By highlighting the information
users should look for, and assessing the legitimacy of that information for users, the
human error involved in the evaluation process may be reduced. It may also direct users
away from focusing on features that are unreliable and enhance the unique knowledge
users provide. If this is indeed the case, allowing users access to a system that performs
this function would reduce their susceptibility to phishing.

To conduct such a study first requires an understanding of the methods previous research
has employed to quantify user susceptibility. Through investigating this previous
research, the resulting study may take on a more informed approach to quantifying the
effect of the aforementioned system.

2.2.3 Methods of Quantifying User Susceptibility

Numerous studies have attempted to quantify user susceptibility and what may influence
it. The methods with which these studies accomplish this varies widely across the
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literature, including measuring through classroom tests [91], asking participants to
classify a list of emails [131], or by sending participants simulated phishing emails to
their personal inboxes [99].

2.2.3.1 Embedded Training

Several studies have investigated the concept of ‘embedded training’. This training
is conducted by sending simulated phishing emails to users’ inboxes to determine if
they incorrectly interact with them, such as clicking on a URL leading to a website
controlled by the researchers.

Using this method, Siadati et al. surveyed 19,180 participants who were each sent 6
simulated phishing emails over an interval of 8 months [99]. The researchers collected
data on the the rate at which users clicks on the URL within the simulated phishing
email, known as the ’click-through-rate’ (CRT). Similarly, Caputo et al. surveyed 1,359
participants, sending each participant 3 simulated phishing emails across 8 months [14].

The advantage of studies with this design are many, including that the materials pre-
sented are within a realistic environment that is familiar to the user - within their daily
routines and within their actual email inboxes. This is beneficial considering the discus-
sion in Section 2.2.2. However, it is evident that such studies require substantial time
and resources. Considering this paper’s constraints in resources and time, it is important
to instead consider studies that have been conducted with more modest resources.

2.2.3.2 Other Methods

Some studies have explored a classroom approach wherein participants are asked to
complete a test. Robila and Raguci involved 48 students in an anti-phishing training
course [91], finishing with a phishing IQ test. This test involved 12 emails, 50%
phishing, which were shown as images, denying the users from using any interactive
analysis they may have conducted on real emails, such as hovering over links to
highlight href URLs. The participants were asked to classify each email. Lastdrager et
al. similarly employed a classroom approach [60]. They studied 353 children, splitting
them into control and intervention groups. The intervention group received a 40-minute
anti-phishing presentation. Both groups were asked to complete a test of 10 questions
about phishing to measure their susceptibility.

There also exists a more direct approach wherein the participants are asked to classify
a range of emails presented to them. Klietman et al. surveyed 150 undergraduate
psychology students at the University of Sydney [52]. They developed a ‘Phishing
Detection Task’ wherein 40 emails, 50% phishing, where shown in a randomised order
to the participants. These were also shown as images as in Robila and Raguci [91].
Kietman allowed the users to rank each email on a 0 to 100 scale of malice, with with
0 denoting the user is certain the email is not malicious at all to 100 being definitely
malicious. The users were also asked to state the confidence of their choice on a
six-point scale.

Zheng and Becker employed a similar methodology to Kietman [131]. They sought to
investigate whether users effectively utilise email header information in determining
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email legitimacy. They recruited a demographically representative sample of 252
participants in the United Kingdom. They exposed the participants to a randomised list
of 47 emails in a simulated email inbox where each email was fully rendered in HTML.
The participants were asked to process the emails if they were an executive director at a
fictive company. Each email was to be given a label from a list of labels, such as ‘Needs
boss’ attention’ or ‘Discard’, specifically created to further avoid the framing effect.

These other methods share similar advantages and flaws. The materials are shown to
the user in a single session, offering a time-saving advantage. However, there are also
a number of significant limitations: The list of materials are shown outwith a user’s
routine and may not reflect how their actual behaviour would be. Further, the users
must also be informed that their task is to classify the materials into legitimate or phish.

2.2.3.3 Summary

Within these papers, a common practice is observed: A quantitative survey is conducted
wherein the participants are divided into two [60, 91] or more [14, 99, 131] groups.
The groups are then asked to classify a list of both legitimate and phishing materials
- allowing comparisons to be made on the correctness of the groups in labelling the
materials. This reveals how phishing susceptibility varies across the experimental
conditions tested.

However, it is evident from the subset of studies discussed that there is a lack of
consensus on what methodology to employ when measuring susceptibility. Discussing
these studies is nonetheless beneficial in informing the potential approaches to a similar
study.

2.3 Summary

Users have a crucial role in determining the success of phishing attacks. However,
research has demonstrated a number of flaws in the user when they are evaluating an
emails legitimacy. Users fall victim to email phishing attacks when they do not perform
an active evaluation of the email in question. Further, when they do perform such
an investigation, users often misinterpret the information they identify, in addition to
including information that is unsound in their evaluation process.

Thus, in the subsequent chapters I will outline a system that addresses the concerns
raised by this research through assisting the user in their evaluation process. By
presenting additional information to the user, they may be prompted into a more
discerning evaluation of the email in question, or it may reduce the likelihood of the
user misinterpreting the evidence that an email is phishing by performing the evaluation
of said evidence for the user.

Informed by the understanding gained by examining similar studies, I will quantitatively
evaluate said system with the aim of determining if this system will make a beneficial
addition to phishing defence framework.



Chapter 3

Previous Work and Extensions

In this chapter, I will provide a concise summary of the relevant work I completed in the
previous year [95]. I will then briefly discuss the expansions upon this work conducted
this year, including additional systems I developed that demonstrate different use-cases
for the email analysis module.

3.1 Email Analysis Module

The main body of work conducted in the previous year was that of the email analysis
module. This module is capable of parsing an email’s technical information and
evaluating whether that information is indicative of malice. This information can then
be used to evaluate the legitimacy of the email in question.

Motivated by a similar review of the literature as in Section 2.2, an analysis of the
technical and social vulnerabilities emails possess was conducted. By investigating
technical information and background literature, I discovered a number of ways that
emails can be exploited for the purposes of phishing attacks. I summarised these
vulnerabilities in Section 2.1.1.

With these vulnerabilities identified, I incrementally implemented ways to detect and
evaluate each vulnerability with the information found in EML files. The email analysis
module is capable of:

• Authentication - The module evaluates the headers containing the 4 authenti-
cation protocols to determine the authenticity of the email, and verifies that the
protocol headers themselves have not been edited.

• Sender Analysis - the module checks the sender’s email address against a list of
publicly available domains such as @gmail, and evaluates whether the sender is
outwith the University of Edinburgh network.

• Attachment Type Analysis - the module checks all attachments against a known
list of potentially malicious file types.

10
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• Language Analysis - the module performs basic natural language processing
through considering the following features:

– Phishing Keywords - The module enumerates the occurrences of words
within the email that also appear in the list of common phishing words
(keywords) compiled by Bergholz et al. [8].

– Misspellings - The module enumerates the number words within the email
that are misspelled.

– Emotions - The module uses the text2emotion Python module to evaluate
the emotions of the email being analysed.

• URL Analysis - Given its prevalence in phishing, particular consideration was
placed upon creating a sophisticated analysis of URLs. Firstly, the module
identifies and enumerates each URL, as well as unique domains within the email.
Then, it evaluates the following:

– Domain Age - The module queries the WhoIs database for the domain’s
registration date and uses that to determine the domain’s age [40, 94].

– Domain Popularity - The module looks at whether the domain is listed on
the security-orientated list of most popular domains created by Pochat et al.
[62, 63].

– Domain Name System BlackLists (DNSBLs) - The module queries 49
DNSBLs to determine if the domain is blacklisted [24].

– Domain Mismatch - Each URL in an anchor tag href is compared against
the anchor tag’s text-content to evaluate whether the domains match. Each
domain is also compared to the sender’s email domain to evaluate whether
the domains match.

Each of the above features were used to quantitatively examine two large email corpora:
2,239 verified phishing emails and 4,279 verified legitimate emails. This informed how
phishing emails and legitimate emails differ across each feature, identifying whether
the presence of certain features - for instance, a mismatched URL - was normal in
legitimate emails or indicative of phishing emails.

Further, this corpora analysis informed the creation of a basic logistic regressor. This was
used to provide an overall estimation of a given email. Depending on the information
obtained, the email is assigned to one of three categories: safe, suspicious, or malicious.
However, this logistic regressor was identified to have significant limitations and is not
currently fit for a use in a real-world setting. Whether the logistic regressor should
remain a part of the email analysis module going forward should be considered. It
should be improved through the examination of larger, more up-to-date corpora or
entirely replaced by another method to create the overall estimation for an email.

Downs et al. showed that users struggle to understand technical information [26]. Thus,
I conducted a brief, iterative design [102] process wherein I created a HTML document
that the module dynamically populated with its output information. This allowed the
information to be shown in a readable format with explanations of what the information
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is and its relevancy in evaluating email legitimacy. Users are then able to read this
information and may use it in their evaluation process.

3.2 Extensions Upon the Previous Work

I have completed a range of extensions on the email analysis module created last year.
The following sections briefly describe the motivations behind these extensions, their
implementations, and limitations.

3.2.1 Additional Features

Throughout the previous year, the email analysis module has been extended to include
2 additional features: telephone number analysis and financial keyword enumeration.
Further, the attachment analysis feature has been improved upon.

3.2.1.1 Telephone Number Analysis

Another possible vector of attack within a phishing email is that of a telephone number.
Instead of using a URL - an attack that involves setting up a domain and making that
domain look legitimate to both filters and users - this attack revolves around convincing
the user to call a phone number - a system of communication that possesses its own
security flaws that are beyond the scope of this body of work. If the recipient is
convinced by the email, they may call the number within where the attacker(s) are
then able to continue the social manipulation of the recipient and progress the attack.
This vector of attack is on the rise in phishing emails [92, 100]. Further, Carruthers et
al. found that email phishing campaigns where the attackers follow-up by calling the
recipient succeed more often than they fail [104], demonstrating that this is a powerful
tool for social-engineering attacks. Thus, I extended the email analysis module to
identify, analyse and evaluate phone numbers it detects within the text of an email
through querying the WhoCalled website [126], which aggregates user reports to
determine the legitimacy of a phone number and who the number belongs to.

3.2.1.2 Financial Keyword Enumeration

My colleagues at the TULiPS lab have been conducting research into how to categorise
phishing attacks into classes, for instance, file sharing scams. One category they
identified was financial scams, wherein the attack revolves around impersonating an
institution associated with financial services or transactions, such as a bank or tax
collecting agency. To that end, I incorporated a list of financial keywords - that is,
words relating to money, currency, banking, etc. - into the email analysis module,
much in the same way it does phishing keywords. The email analysis module uses
this list to determine whether the email is of a financial nature. This could be used to
detect financial scams. However, unlike the phishing keywords which were derived
from previous research [8], this feature has not been quantitatively verified in any way.
Therefore, it is difficult to evaluate its usefulness nor its soundness at this stage. It
may be possible to test this feature through evaluating sets of financial vs non-financial
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emails and further by financial phishing emails vs non-financial phishing emails. This
testing should take place before the feature is used in a security setting.

3.2.1.3 Attachment Analysis

To mitigate the limitations in the attachment analysis implemented last year, the email
analysis module now includes an additional list of the file types most commonly used
by phishing attacks, but are not inherently dangerous, identified by TrendMicro [109].
These are used to warn the user of potentially malicious files if they are present in the
email. It is possible to more rigorously examine attachments through analysing the
content of said attachments - a potential avenue of extension to the module.

3.2.2 Extensions

Additional work has been completed on creating tools that use the email analysis module
as part of their functionality.

3.2.2.1 Inbox Automation Script

Many organisations employ a dedicated team of experts - known as a Security Opera-
tions Centre (SOC) - who help users identify phishing emails by responding to emails
they report [27]. However, users over-report emails to such a degree that the false
positive rate for reports was 61% in 2021 [21]. This places a significant burden on
SOCs, leading to substantial delays in returning a full report to a user [4, 32]. SOCs
typically spend 17 to 25 minutes inspecting and responding to potentially malicious
emails [32]. However, the time it takes for a phishing attack to be successful is often
short, ranging from seconds to minutes after the attack is initiated [115].

To address these shortcomings, I developed an ‘auto-responding’ script. An adminis-
trator can use the script to login to any email address via the command-line interface,
a function I implemented through employing the IMAP. The email address thereafter
functions as an automated inbox. A user may attach an EML file to an email and send
the email to this address. The script will automatically respond to the email using the
SMTP with the analysis of the attached EML1.

This script enables the email analysis module to provide its analysis in response to
reported emails within an organisation. Thus, this has the potential to alleviate the
burden of email reporting on SOCs by giving the user additional, contextual feedback
and advice while the SOC responds to the report. Future work may employ the script
and evaluate its effectiveness in augmenting SOCs.

However, while this script has been tested for analysing one email at a time, it has
not been tested for handling an inbox with a substantial volume of incoming emails. I
suggest the script be tested more thoroughly before employing it in a security setting.

1The following address is currently automated using this script to demonstrate this functionality:
mailto:seanstraintesting@outlook.com. n.b. this uses the response design created last year.

mailto:seanstraintesting@outlook.com
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3.2.2.2 Microsoft Outlook Add-In

In the previous year, the creation of an extension (known as an add-in [18]) to the
Microsoft Outlook app was attempted. Microsoft Outlook is the email client employed
at the University of Edinburgh. This was attempted with the intention of investigating
whether it was possible to incorporate the email analysis module with Outlook. This
would allow, if completed, any student or staff member at the University to use the
email analysis module and incorporate it into the UoE’s security framework.

This was attempted again this year with significant progress. As evidenced by Appendix
F, the Microsoft Outlook Desktop Application was extended to include a new button
with the intended function of allowing the user to report the email to the UoE’s SOC.
Upon clicking this button, the user is presented with a short survey, allowing them to
self-report what made them suspicious of the email they wish to report.

Kirlappos and Sasse found that users respond positively to and place more trust in
designs they have seen before and are familiar with [51]. Thus, keeping trust as a central
focus, the design of the survey adopts the formatting and colour scheme used by the
UoE ‘MyEd Student and Staff Portal’, a service used by all staff and students at the
UoE. The email analysis module’s output also adheres to this design. This was intended
to create a consistent experience for the user.

However, as in last year’s attempt, the Outlook email client was found to obfuscate
important information, such as authentication headers within emails. Further, as Outlook
is a professional tool, it proved difficult to work with as it places a number of demands
on add-ins. The add-in needs to send emails on the behalf of the user, but the process
of obtaining the required permissions proved difficult and could not be completed in
a reasonable timeframe. As such, the add-in is incomplete. The source code behind
this extension has been shared with my colleagues at the TULiPS lab who intend to
complete this work at a later date.

3.2.3 Improvements

3.2.3.1 Technical Improvements

Within last year’s work, I identified a number of technical limitations within the email
analysis module. I researched various software design principles in order to improve
upon the system [33, 73, 114]. The module was highly coupled with the output design;
without the appropriately formatted template HTML, the analysis would not complete.
The module was refactored to allow the information it retrieves to be collected without
the need for an output design to be created. This allowed the module to be used
elsewhere. Further, the module was refactored to be modular. Certain types of results,
such as from language or URL analysis, may be removed from the analysis process
should the user desire. A basic logging system was introduced to display the module’s
results in an intuitive way to the command-line interface. This allows a user to see
easily what the module has calculated.
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3.2.3.2 Design Improvements

The output design of the module has been improved upon by my colleagues at the
TULiPS lab. Through conducting a series of usability workshops, they created and
incrementally improved upon a research-informed design supported by user-feedback.

I decided to incorporate their final design into the email analysis module. This design
was a static image that required conversion into a HTML document that the module
could dynamically edit. Figure 3.1 displays the comparison between the final TULiPS
design and the HTML document I created based off of it.

I implemented some changes to the design created by TULiPS. For instance, the
TULiPS design asks the user to input some information under the ‘Disagree with the
Classification?’ header, such as whether they have clicked on a URL within the email.
It was envisaged that this would allow the design to further contextualise its feedback to
include the information the user provides, for instance, it could provide advice on what
to do if a malicious link is clicked should the user report that had happened. However,
as the HTML document may be delivered through email, no JavaScript may be used
in the document [127]. This makes incorporating user inputs difficult. As such, I have
removed this feature from the HTML document. This does not take into account the
potential use cases where the HTML document may be shown outwith an email - such
as if it were to run within an email client - in which case it would be allowed to have
JavaScript. As such, it may be possible to have two separate HTML documents, with
one including this user feedback. This would require extending the email analysis
module to take such feedback into account and is a potential improvement that could be
implemented in future.

The TULiPS design envisaged that only the 3 most ‘important’ heuristics measured
would be included in the analysis for a given email. However, determining this informa-
tion is a difficult task. Currently, the module uses a logistic regressor as described in
Section 3.1. The module could use the 3 heuristics that contributed most to the input
to the regression function for phishing emails or that contributed least for legitimate
emails. Unfortunately, this regressor has significant drawbacks that were noted last
year [95]. As such, the HTML document shows all information the analysis discovers
and the most important feature is chosen manually for each analysis. This process will
need to be improved in future, be it by improving/replacing the logistic regressor, or
otherwise.

3.3 Summary

Within this chapter, I have described a system that automatically analyses features of
emails that are effective in identifying phishing emails [95].

To build upon the previous work in phishing literature and my work last year, I propose
a study that will quantify the change in phishing susceptibility in users when presented
with the information from this system. I hypothesise that this system will allow users to
become more engaged in the evaluation process and direct them towards more reliable
indicators of legitimacy. Thus, the user will be less susceptible to phishing attacks.
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Figure 3.1: An example of the final design created by TULiPS (A) and corresponding
HTML output I created based off of this design (B). Rotated 90◦ anticlockwise.



Chapter 4

Methodology

I hypothesise that users with access to the analysis provided by the email analysis
module will have greater phishing email detection ability than those without. In this
Chapter, I outline a study that aims to evaluate if this is indeed the case. I will describe
the experimental conditions, material selection, and the approach taken with the analysis
of the results.

It should be noted that the proposed study - while a complete study in its own right -
also serves as a pilot study for a larger scale study to be conducted by the TULiPS lab
later this year. Pilot studies have been used previously in phishing literature as a way to
test systems and highlight concerns, but also as a way to receive preliminary data to
inform the larger study [98]. Thus, as a pilot study - in addition to seeking an answer
to the hypothesis - this study also aims to form the groundwork for the larger study by
testing the systems used, identifying potential flaws, and solving highlighted issues to
make the larger study more effective.

4.1 Overview

As discussed in Section 2.2.3, a study that follows the style of embedded email studies
would possess a number of advantages. Such a study would be achieved by incorporating
the email analysis module into the participants’ email clients. The materials would be
presented within a realistic environment that is familiar to the user - within their daily
routines and within their actual email inboxes. Further, this study design would allow
for a number of useful statistics to be collected, such as how often the tool was used
in a user’s usual routine. However, such studies are are conducted over a significant
timeframe, such as over many months [14, 99]. Further, it would require the tool
be incorporated into the users’ email clients. Given the aforementioned difficulty in
achieving this with Microsoft Outlook, discussed in Section 3.2.2.2, this precludes the
embedded method until these issues are solved or an alternative is proposed.

Instead, I was supplied access through the TULiPS lab to the source code used in Zheng
and Becker’s study [131], with their consent. This code provides the implementation
of a website that simulates the experience of processing emails in an inbox. Users are

17
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then able to classify/label each email (for instance, as phishing) in a list of emails in
this simulated inbox, the website then records the results. I identified this website could
be modified to evaluate the email analysis module by incorporating it into the website.

This method has a number of advantages: It would allow a list of materials to be shown
to the user remotely, data may be collected both automatically and quickly, once set
up there is no further intervention required, etc. . However, there are also a number of
significant limitations: The list of materials is shown outwith a user’s routine and may
not reflect how their actual usage of the tool would be, the website must be compatible
with a wide array of browsers as opposed to just one email client, etc. . Overall, I
decided using the website and the methodology it entailed was preferable due to the
advantage it provided in time; I envisaged it would take less time to modify and finalise
the website for the needs of the study than create the aforementioned embedded study.
That being said, given the advantages of an embedded study and the limitations of this
method, I suggest an embedded study may be the preferable choice of study design for
future work.

The website provided by Zheng and Becker has been modified for the purposes of
the methodology described below. This is discussed in the subsequent Chapter 5.
Images of both the original website and modified website are supplied in Appendix
B. The modified study website is accessible through the UoE’s School of Informatics
local network or the UoE’s Virtual Private Network at the following URL: http:
//129.215.10.154:8080/.

4.2 Study Design

This study closely mirrors the design and methodology of Zheng and Becker [131]; all
participants will be asked to classify a list of emails in a simulated inbox environment.
The following subsections detail the task flow, the experimental conditions, and, lastly,
the email selection process and resulting email set used in the study.

4.2.1 Task Flow

The website will guide each participant through a four-stage process: 1) Consent -
They must give their consent to to complete the study. 2) Instruct - They are shown an
instructions page informing them of their task and how to correctly use the simulated
inbox. 3) Task - The participants will all be asked to label every email in the simulated
inbox. 4) Survey - Once this labelling process is complete, the participant is asked to
complete a 6-question survey.

During the task phase all participants have access to, for each email, the Subject, To,
Date, and From headers, as well as the full email body rendered in HTML. All URLs
were altered to redirect to a blank page. The order of emails in the inbox is randomised
for each participant to control for the order-effect bias [86]. Participants must label
each email as either ‘legitimate’ or ‘phishing’. Further, following a simplified approach
to Klietman et al. in measuring user confidence [52], participants must state their
confidence in their decision using a two-point scale: ‘confident’ or ‘cautious’.

http://129.215.10.154:8080/
http://129.215.10.154:8080/
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4.2.2 Experimental Conditions

Participants will be randomly assigned between two groups: ‘Control’ and ‘Experimen-
tal’. The consent phase is equal for both groups. In the instruct phase, the groups are
given different information. As the system under evaluation is novel, participants in the
Experimental group must be informed of its usage and purpose. In doing so, given the
discussion in Section 2.2.1, the group is primed into detecting phishing. To maintain the
comparability between the two groups, the Control group must also be similarly primed.
Therefore, the Control group is given access to preventative anti-phishing advice1.

The experimental group will have access to the email analysis module’s precomputed
analysis of every email during the task phase.

After completing the task phase, all participants must complete a 6-question survey. This
survey can be seen in Appendix D. Question 1-5 are mandatory questions. Question 1
asks for the participant to non-anonymously submit their output file2 to the cloud storage
supplied by Microsoft Forms. Their name was immediately removed to re-anonymise
the response. The following 4 mandatory questions were demographic questions. The
participants were asked to supply their age bracket, gender identity, current level of
study, and nationality. The last question was an optional additional feedback question.

4.2.3 Email Set and Selection Methodology

Zheng and Becker used 47 emails in their study. These emails were selected to match
their persona of ‘Alex Carter’ - an executive director at a fictive company. Personas
are a concept in the field of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) [70]. According to
Martin et al. [70], attempting to create a design that works for everyone often leads
to “unfocused or incoherent solutions”. The email set is susceptible to such concerns.
Each email inbox is unique, with a unique list of emails coming from a unique list of
sources depending on the user and the communications they receive. Thus, attempting
to create an inbox to suit every user will result in an unfocused solution. This problem
is mitigated by personas [70], which allow the consolidation of design goals to suit an
archetypal, yet fictional, user; in Zheng and Becker’s case, this was Alex Carter.

The same email list and persona that Zheng and Becker used may have been used for
the purposes of this study. However, for the abundance of caution in keeping within the
ethical agreement with the University of Edinburgh, my colleagues at TULiPS decided
the list of emails should be wholly changed to emails collected by TULiPS and I, along
with the persona those emails were prescribed to fit.

Determining the persona requires identifying the archetypal user. As the study would be
introduced to students at the University of Edinburgh, it would follow that the persona
should emulate a typical user in this group. Thus, I created the persona of Pat Smith -
a 5th year undergraduate master’s student at the University of Edinburgh. The inbox
would be shaped around usual emails a 5th year student would expect to receive, such

1Specifically, the advice given was extracted from the University of Edinburgh at the following URL:
https://infosec.ed.ac.uk/how-to-protect/think-before-click/about-phishing.

2Microsoft Forms prohibits anonymous file uploads.

https://infosec.ed.ac.uk/how-to-protect/think-before-click/about-phishing
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as job offers, university communications, or emails from accounts Pat may be registered
with, etc. . This persona allows a much more focused list of emails that the participants
can relate to.

The number of emails used in the study was decided by a consensus agreement with my
colleagues in the TULiPS lab and I, with advice from Zheng. There is arguably no one
single email that can alone determine a user’s susceptibility to phishing; Klietman et al.
recommended that users be tested across a range of materials [52]. Thus, it was decided
that the study would contain 16 emails. This amount, reduced from the 47 of Zheng
and Becker, would allow participants to complete the study in a shorter timeframe, a
factor considered advantageous given the voluntary nature of the study. However, this
limited number reduces the range of phishing emails that can be measured, reduces the
likelihood of detecting significant effects [6], and is less than the number used in many
similar studies [52, 98, 131]. The future study should seek to include more emails in its
set to match existing literature and to improve the study’s statistical significance.

Of these 16 emails, 5 were phishing. This proportion (≈ 31%) was informed by Zheng
and Becker, who described their apportionment of 17% phishing as a ‘more naturalistic
phishing proportion’ than the 50% used in other studies [19, 52, 91]. However, they do
not provide any justification for this claim. Furthermore, a 17% proportion would yield
only 2-3 phishing emails within the set of 16, which was considered insufficient by my
colleagues in the TULiPS lab. Thus, 5 phishing emails were chosen as a compromise
between the proposed ‘natural proportion’ and an acceptable number of phishing emails
for testing purposes. A future study may look to use a proportion closer to that of Zheng
and Becker or identify a more justified proportion based on real-world phishing email
prevalence or future research findings.

The 5 phishing emails were chosen by a colleague at the TULiPS lab. They used the
PhishScale methodology, devised by Steves et al. [105], to select from the phishing
emails collected by the TULiPS lab. This resulted in a set of phishing emails that
included a range of phishing cues and that suit the persona. I selected the 11 legitimate
emails from my personal inboxes. I aimed to create a set of emails that originated from
a range of sources that suited this persona. Thus, I chose university emails, emails
relating to personal accounts, and generic emails. This process was not informed by
any particular, research-informed methodology. Thus, the selection of legitimate emails
should be improved on in future by using a more informed approach.

Each email is given a unique index. The phishing emails are indices 1, 2, 5, 6, and 10.

These materials were evaluated using the email analysis module. The module correctly
evaluated all but one email, email 14, which the email analysis module incorrectly
determined to be a phishing email.

Images of the email body and corresponding analyses of emails that were identified as
notably interesting given the study’s results (Chapter 6) are supplied in Appendix E.
Images of all other emails are supplied in the supplementary materials submitted with
this report.
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4.3 Analyses of Results

The study was guided by the following hypotheses [64]: 1a) Participants in the Exper-
imental group will correctly identify more phishing emails compared to the Control
group. 1b) Participants in the Experimental group will correctly identify more legitimate
emails compared to the Control group. 2a) Participants in the Experimental group will
be more confident in their decisions when labelling phishing emails compared to the
Control group. 2b) Participants in the Experimental group will be more confident in
their decisions when labelling legitimate emails compared to the Control group. 3)
Participants in the Experimental group will take longer to process all the emails in the
simulated inbox.

To test Hypotheses 1a, 1b, 2a, and 2b, Fisher’s exact test was employed [71]. Fisher’s
exact test is a type of statistical test that allows for the measurement of the relationship
between two variables. Other tests of this type exist, such as the χ2-test that Zheng and
Becker employed. However, I decided to use Fisher’s Exact test as this study collected
a much smaller sample size (N=22) than Zheng and Becker (N=252). Fisher’s Exact
test is more suited to smaller sample sizes, as stated by McDonald [71]. In the future
study, this methodology may be revised if the sample size is increased.

The Fisher’s exact test was employed with equal expected detection rates and confidence
for the two groups under the null hypothesis. The standard value of significance (p =
0.05) was used. The detection rate for each group is the number of participants who
correctly labelled an email divided by those who incorrectly labelled. A 2x2 contingency
table with columns ‘correct’ and ‘incorrect’, and rows ‘Control’ and ‘Experimental’
will be created, allowing for the Fisher’s exact test to be conducted. Confidence is
determined with an equivalent process using ‘confident’ and ‘cautious’ labels. As the
participant may supply a list of labels for each email, the final label assigned to each
email is considered the participant’s decision.

Emulating Zheng and Becker [131], the precision and recall of each participant will be
calculated for both phishing and legitimate email sets. For each set, the precision is
determined by the proportion of correctly labelled emails in that set out of all emails
the participant labelled as belonging to that set. The recall is the detection rate for each
participant across the email set, and is used to determine the SD of the detection rate
for each group.

For Hypothesis 3, the time to label each email for each group will be compared,
alongside the time to label the entire inbox.

In addition to evaluating the hypotheses, I will perform an exploratory analysis [110]
of the usage patterns of the email analysis module within the Experimental group.
Specifically, the frequency of module usage across all emails, as well as between
phishing and legitimate emails, will be analysed. I will measure average use through
both the arithmetic mean and median. Both methods are suited to different distributions
of data, and the distribution cannot be determined in advance. I will measure the
dispersion through the standard deviation (SD). Further, I measure the frequency users
label an email the same as the analysis module classifies the email to identify if users
comply with the module, even if it is incorrect.
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Implementation

This chapter outlines the process of modifying the website provided by Zheng and
Becker website for the purposes of the study proposed in Chapter 4. Firstly, I performed
an investigation into the technical details of the original website to inform the modifica-
tion process. Then, I incorporated the email analysis module and altered the relevant
functions of the website accordingly. Finally, I conducted a series of tests to ensure the
modifications had not harmed the functionality or usability of the website.

5.1 Modifying the Survey Website

5.1.1 Overview

The source code provided by Zheng and Becker contains a series of webpages that
utilise the open-source Vue JavaScript framework [120]. These webpages guide a
participant through the following phases: The participant consents to their data being
collected (consent), is given instructions on how to use the inbox (instruct), and is then
shown a list of emails to label (task). The source code also contains the code necessary
to process the labels each participant assigns to each email, and deliver the results per
participant to a database. These webpages are shown in Appendix B.

During the task webpage, the user processes a list of emails. Each email has been
separated into two parts: the header and body. The majority of the header information
is removed, only the Subject, From, To and Date headers are preserved. Each email’s
preserved headers are presented in a column on the left of the webpage, as in the
Microsoft Outlook email client. The user is able to click on each of these entries which
reveals the corresponding email’s body content on the right of the webpage.

The simulated inbox uses a list of inline frames (iframes) [75], a HTML element that
loads another HTML document within the document, to display the bodies of the emails.
This is beneficial as many email bodies are already a HTML document, and allows for
additional user interaction with the email, such as closer inspection of URLs which is
impossible using static images. The inbox has of a list of these iframes - one for each
emails’ body. These iframes are hidden by default and are only displayed to the user
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once they have clicked on the corresponding entry with the preserved headers on the
left.

The Vue script employs a meta-data file of the file type JSON. This file contains for each
email: The preserved header information, the filename of the corresponding email’s
body as a HTML document, as well as other information to be used later, such as a
unique ID per email and whether or not the email is a phishing email (known as its
‘truth label’). This file is used to dynamically create the inbox, with each entry on the
left column being associated with an element in the meta-data file.

5.1.2 Usability

Usability is an important consideration when developing software. Nielsen, a prominent
authority in the field of HCI [36], notes that while ’utility‘ is about the features a
software provides, ‘usability’ is about how easy those features are to use [37]. Nielsen
stresses that people will not interact with a website that does not have an acceptable
level of usability. Thus, any changes to the website should be evaluated from a usability
perspective to ensure the change does not render the completion of the user’s activity
unnecessarily difficult. Nielsen established 10 principles that can be applied to improve
the usability of websites [35, 79].

Further, I followed the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG), which defines
how online resources can be as accessible as possible to those with disabilities [128].

5.1.3 Incorporating Email Analysis

The email analysis module extracts a range of technical information, as described in
Section 3.1. However, this information must be shown in a readable way for layman
users [26]. As such, the module employs a single page output design in HTML which
it creates for every email, as described in Section 3.2.3.2. The use of HTML for this
output means it can be placed into the webpage through iframes in the same way the
email bodies are. Thus, I extended the webpage to include a new column of iframes -
one per email - where the corresponding analysis would be shown.

This means the webpage would now be divided into thirds. The leftmost third of the
screen shows the email headers, the middle third of the screen shows the currently
selected email’s body, and the right-most third of the screen shows the currently selected
email’s analysis.

This immediately raised a usability issue. The webpage was crowded with information
and the two iframes of the email body and the analysis were being fit into too tight a
space. This caused various overflow issues where the design of the analysis was warped
and stretched in unexpected ways to fit the information into the small space.

I considered a range of solutions to this crowding. One solution would be to allow the
user to choose to see either the analysis or the email body, not both. This would give
each iframe enough space to be shown properly. However, this would force the user
to go back and forth between the two iframes as they processed the list of emails. The
user must remember the information stored in one iframe as they read the other one.
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The analysis heavily relates to the content of the email and is there to assist the user in
understanding that content. This goal is made more difficult if they have to remember
what that content was. This violates the usability principle of ‘Recognition over Recall’,
the user should not have to recall the email’s content as they read the analysis of it.
Thus, I rejected this approach.

To solve this, I took inspiration from the LaTeX editor ‘Overleaf’ [84]. This platform
shares a similar issue: The raw LaTeX and compiled document must occupy a limited
amount of screen space. LaTeX uses a resize tool that gives the user the flexibility to
choose the size of the elements on screen. Their solution conforms to the usability
principle of ‘Flexibility of Use’: It gives the user the freedom to shape the webpage
how they choose. Thus, I decided to incorporate this functionality into the webpage.

This involved adding a fourth, smaller column to the webpage which would be placed
between the email body and analysis. It consisted of a vertical bar. The user may click
on this bar and drag their mouse to move the bar which would cause the iframes to
resize accordingly. I used JavaScript event listeners to complete this. These would
keep track of the user’s inputs and mouse location when they click, move, and release
the mouse. However, this solution ran into a fundamental issue: Event listeners only
operate upon the document they have been set to and do not operate within iframes.
That means that if the user were to move the mouse too fast and it entered an iframe,
the event listener would stop working and this resulted in unexpected behaviour, such
as the resizing continuing after the mouse click had stopped.

Instead, I found that it was possible to use the Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) property
of ‘resize’. By adding this property to the email body iframe, it was possible to allow
the user to resize the iframe as they wished. This was a much simpler solution that
succeeded without the problems discussed with the Overleaf style resize bar. I decided
to revert the changes to include the Overleaf style resizing in favour of this approach.
However, this solution had limitations that were revealed in Section 5.2.1.

With this solution implemented, I added a new button to the webpage that would open
the analysis iframe on the right when clicked. In addition, I extended the meta-data file
to include the filename of the email analysis, allowing each email to have an associated
analysis. Thus, the email analysis was incorporated into the website.

5.1.4 Changing the Email List

It is possible to dynamically change the list of emails shown on the website if the list of
emails is presented in the correct format. The overview above detailed the meta-data
file, preserved headers, and extracted email bodies. This is clearly more complex than
a directory of EML files downloaded from an email inbox. How Zheng and Becker
created this meta-data file is not described, nor is how they extracted the body of an
email and converted it into the HTML documents necessary to display the email. In
order to change the emails in the inbox it is first essential to be able to create this
information from a given list of emails.

As such, I developed a Python script that - when given a directory of non-phishing
emails and another of phishing emails - converts those directories into one directory in
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the form required by the website. Given the email analysis module already contains
a component that parses an EML file, extracts the headers, and decodes the body
information, the new script was able to re-purpose that component. The new script
places the relevant headers into the meta-data file and the body into a HTML file. If the
body is not already HTML formatted, i.e., is plain-text, it simply wraps the content in a
p tag and creates HTML a document containing only that tag. The result is a directory
of HTML files and a meta-data file with one entry per email.

I encountered a problem when determining the ‘height’ entry for each email in the meta-
data file. The website determines how how much vertical space the iframe of an email
should occupy on the page based off of the meta-data’s height entry, measured in pixels.
This is important, as too small a height would hide information in the email behind an
unnecessary scroll-bar, or fill the page with unnecessary white-space, both of which
harm usability. However, there is no way to determine the height of a given HTML
document without it being computed and rendered first by a browser. Through my
communication with Zheng, I discovered Zheng and Becker encountered this problem
as well. They completed the process of computing heights manually; this would involve
opening each HTML file in a browser and manually inputting the value of the computed
height into the meta-data file. However, I discovered this process could be automated
through the use of Selenium [96], a web browser automation tool. The primary use case
for Selenium is for web browser automation - usually for the purposes of web-scraping
or testing. I discovered it could be used to solve this problem. With this module,
I employ the following logic: open the document in the Firefox browser, append a
short JavaScript script to the document which extracts the computed height, return this
value to the Python process, and use the value to fill the meta-data entry of ‘height’ for
that email. Given each browser renders HTML differently, it may be that the height
computed by Firefox is not the same as it would be in, for instance, Chrome or Safari.
This is a known limitation. It could be solved by including more entries in the meta-data
file, one for each browser, and using the relevant entry based on the user’s browser.
However, given this potential issue was not raised in testing in Section 5.2, I deemed
the current process sufficient for the purposes of this study. This limitation must be
considered in future.

With this problem solved, the script was capable of automatically creating the meta-data
file and HTML documents required to place a list of emails into the website.

Zheng and Becker made the URLs in the phishing emails safe through the moving
the URL to the ‘title’ attribute in HTML. When clicked, this takes the user to a blank
page. However, this makes the URL more prominent when hovered, which does not
reflect how URL hovering works normally. Thus, I altered this methodology. Instead, I
removed the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (Secure) part from the URL. This will still
redirect the user to a blank page within the website. This means participants remain
able to evaluate the URL by hovering over it, and it more closely reflects actual usage.

I added to this script to include an analysis of each email in the directories, generate the
outputs accordingly, and add the output filename to the meta-data entry for each email.
This addition meant that the script was able to totally automate the process of setting up
the required information for the webpage: meta-data, email bodies, and email analyses.
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5.1.5 Changes to User Flow

The prospective study requires that the participants be split evenly into control and
experimental groups, as described in Section 4.2.2. These two groups are required
to be exposed to two different sets of materials. This in turn requires the website to
determine what group a participant is assigned to and change the information shown
accordingly. This involves changing the ‘user flow’- that is, the set of steps between a
participant entering the website and reaching a successful outcome [82] - depending on
the participant’s group. This functionality was not present in the original source code.

I implemented a random sorter that assigned each visiting participant to each of the
groups with equal probability. To verify it was working correctly, I had the randomise
function assign 10,000 simulated participants, and found it split the participants evenly
within an acceptable margin of error.

The instruct page was expanded to allow for two groups. Both groups are given the
same information on how to use the inbox and label emails. The task page was edited
to only show the email analysis button if the participant was in the experimental group.
This prevented control participants from opening the analysis iframes.

5.1.6 Changes in Data Retrieval

As mentioned in Section 5.1.1, Zheng and Becker supplied the code necessary to send
the users’ results to a database. Specifically, they made use of the Google Firebase
database. I was precluded from using this software due to the ethical agreement I
was bound by, which asserted that all user data must be stored on the University of
Edinburgh’s local network. Thus, an alternative solution was required.

I devised a solution wherein the user’s data would be written to a file. I implemented
this by writing the information to a file, attaching said file to an anchor tag at a fixed
location on the webpage, and initiating a mouse event of ‘click’ on the location of the
anchor tag. This downloads the file directly to the user’s device’s filespace. I tested
this functionality on Mozilla Firefox and Google Chrome on both Windows 10 and
Ubuntu 22.04.2, and verified it worked on each. However, this functionality was found
not to work on some browsers in Section 5.2. A solution to this limitation would be
to use a University of Edinburgh server to host a database. The server could listen to
POST requests sent from the website with the user’s data stored within and update the
database accordingly [77]. In future, I recommend adopting this database approach,
providing a universally compatible solution.

As the form of data retrieval was changed to a file downloaded to the participant’s
device, this necessitated a way for the participant to submit that file. I decided to make
use of a Microsoft Forms - an online survey platform [81] - as this software was within
the ethical agreement. This approach would also allow further questions to be asked
about the participants, described in Section 4.2.2.

I also changed the labels the user could give to each email. Zheng and Becker used the
labels of ‘keep’, ’delete’, ‘forward’, ‘archive’. For the prospective study, I simplified this
to ‘Label as Legitimate’ and ‘Label as Phishing’. This simplification was implemented
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as I predicted that the study would receive few recipients, meaning that too many labels
would dilute the data too greatly between the different labels. This would make creating
conclusions based off of the data retrieved more difficult.

I changed the labelling process to be stored as a list of decisions for each email, as
opposed to only allowing the user to make one, irreversible choice as Zheng and Becker
had implemented. This new process allows for a thought process to be stored for each
email, for instance, a user may label an email ‘legitimate’ and subsequently change
their mind to ‘phishing’. Further, this change implements WCAG Success Criterion
3.3.6. With this change, this thought process would be reflected in the data as opposed
to it being deleted as in Zheng and Becker. Further, any time the user clicks to analyse
the email, the label list for that email is appended with the ‘analyse’ label, allowing the
data to reflect users’ usage of the tool. Finally, I appended to each label the time taken
from the user starting the task to creating the label. This would allow for comparisons
to be made regarding how long users take to perform certain actions, such as how long
it took to label an email.

5.1.7 Summary

Overall, I implemented a series of modifications to the website to allow it to be used for
the purposes of the prospective study. I devised and created improvements to Zheng
and Becker’s source code, including automating some processes and adding to the
data retrieved. I encountered several issues in this modification process, and created
solutions to each.

The webpages of both Zheng and Becker’s original website and the completed, modified
website can be seen in Appendix B.

5.2 Testing

With the modifications complete, it was important to verify that these changes did not
harm the website’s usability and that participants were able to submit their responses
without issue. Thus, I began testing the website.

5.2.1 Think-Aloud Testing

Think-Aloud Testing is a method of evaluative, observational testing [70]. It involves a
user being given a specific task to complete using a system while they verbalise their
thoughts, which are recorded throughout the process. I chose this type of test as it
provides qualitative feedback upon the aspects of a system that most regularly frustrates
or confuses users [70]. By identifying these frustrations, I could alter the aspects of the
systems that cause them and thus improve upon the website.

I gathered 2 students with experience in user-interface design from the University
of Edinburgh. Both were 5th year undergraduate Master of Informatics students the
University of Edinburgh and had previously created or worked on other websites. I
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instructed them to complete the task of labelling all the emails as I noted their thoughts.
Their responses are noted in Appendix A.1.

Both participants noted issues with the resizing tool described in Section 5.1.3. It was
seen as too small and non-obvious - one participant had to be told the tool was there.
Further, the lack of feedback received as the participants labelled emails was a common
concern; they recommended some sort of visual confirmation that they had labelled an
email. Finally, the issue of the buttons to label emails being placed at the top of the
webpage was also noted; this required the participants to scroll to the top of the page
each time they wanted to label an email.

To address the first concern, I added a linear gradient at a 45◦ angle at the bottom right
of the email body iframe, where the resize tool button is. This makes the tool clearer1.
For the second concern, I added a ‘background-color’ CSS property to labelled emails
- light red and light green for labelled phishing and labelled legitimate, respectively.
Also, the email list entry for that email is shown with the same image shown in the
button used to label it, for instance, a shield with a tick is shown next to emails labelled
legitimate.

For the third concern, I implemented the ‘sticky header’ design pattern [61]. This design
pattern suggests a persistent header that has a fixed position on the page, regardless of
user-scrolling. This was completed by adding the CSS property of ‘position: fixed’ to
the HTML element.

If I had access to more resources, I would have performed this testing with more
participants; 2 participants is a small sample size. Johnstone et al. note that 5-10
participants should be used for think-aloud tests at minimum [49]. Further, as changes
were made due to feedback, it may have been prudent to repeat testing to see if any
additional issues were noted. Thus, it is likely usability problems were missed. However
- even with the limited sample size of this test - actionable feedback was returned.

5.2.2 Web Browser Compatibility

Given the study will be distributed remotely to participants in the form of a URL to
the study website, there is no restriction on the browser each participant may use. This
necessitates some form of cross-browser testing to ensure no users encounter issues due
to their chosen browser. Before conducting this testing, I used the statistical website
StatCounter to identify the market share of each browser as of February 2023 [103].
This allowed me to better inform my approach to this testing by identifying the browsers
to prioritise to reach the most potential participants.

One way that browsers differ is in the way they render HTML and CSS. Each browser
supports a different subset of the available properties of these technologies [13]. To
test that the layout of the website does not change in such a way to harm its usability,
I performed a screenshot test using the commercially available BitBar tool [11]. This
allowed me to verify that the website would load as expected and that the website’s
layout would not substantially change on a browser. The results of this test can be

1This can be seen more visually in Section B.
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shown in Appendix A.2. This revealed that the website had minimal layout changes
on the most prevalent browsers currently used. The website did not load correctly on
Internet Explorer (IE) with an unspecified error being displayed. However, as IE only
has a 0.25% market share, I did not investigate this matter further.

While this test verified the website appeared the same across browsers, the test could
not verify that the functionality of the website would not change across browsers. For
instance, it could not verify all of the buttons always worked the way they should.
I performed this testing manually by opening different browsers and attempting to
complete the labelling of all emails. I was able to test the browsers of Google Chrome,
Mozilla Firefox, and Microsoft Edge, which together constitute ≈ 73% of users’ primary
browsers. I was able to perform the study to completion on all 3 of these browsers.
However, I did not have access to all browsers on all systems. Most pertinently, I was
not able to test the second largest browser by market share (≈18.8%): Safari. Safari is
no longer available for Windows or Linux [20].

Instead, I asked a colleague at the TULiPS lab to test Safari on their device. They
identified that the file download workaround I created in Section 5.1.6 did not work. As
I did not have personal access to the Safari browser I could not test the cause of this
issue and therefore the issue was difficult to solve. After unsuccessfully attempting an
alternative method of issuing the click command to the anchor tag referenced in Section
5.1.6, the limitation of time forced me to move on. Thus, I implemented a method to
detect the user’s current browser. I used this to add a warning to the first webpage the
user sees to inform them not to use Safari. This is not a solution, this limitation should
be investigated further before running the larger study given Safari’s large market share.

5.2.3 Software Testing

While testing usability is important, so too is ensuring the implemented website returns
the correct results. This depends on the script running on the website that captures
the user’s labels. If this script were to be incorrect, it has the potential to render the
results of the study null and void. Bessey et al. note that, if a system is big enough,
there will be mistakes in the code [10]. Further, Yasar writes that software testing is
‘imperative’ in finding these mistakes [129]. Thus, to verify the script was correct, I
completed the task phase while manually noting how I labelled each email. I compared
this to the output file and verified it stored the correct labels. Further, I timed the length
of time it took to complete the task using a digital stopwatch on a mobile device, and
verified the time stored in the output file was reasonably close to the digital stopwatch.
Finally, I implemented unit tests. These tests ensure that: 1) the time stored was strictly
increasing for each label added to the output file, 2) the correct label is added to the file,
and 3) labels are not overwritten or removed.

With all functions tested and verified, I considered testing complete. However, I suggest
that this testing should be more rigorous before the full-scale study. This testing could
involve a larger think-aloud test or additional/alternative usability tests.
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User Study Results

This chapter provides an overview of the key findings and results obtained from the
study. The study aims to reach a conclusion upon the hypotheses noted in Chapter
4, and perform an exploratory analysis on participants’ usage of the email analyses
provided to them. The data collected from the participants is analysed and discussed.
Emails specifically noted as interesting are discussed in further detail, and are supplied
in Appendix E. All values will be rounded to 2 significant figures.

While analysing the participants’ labels, I identified participant 22 had 6 correct labels,
which was notably low compared to the median correct labels of 14; the participant
with the next worst correct labels had 11 correct labels. To determine if this was
statistically probable, I employed Grubbs’ outlier test [39]. I chose Grubbs’ test over
other methods of outlier detection as it is specifically designed for detecting a single
outlier in a dataset, given that dataset follows the normal distribution. Given the sample
size (N = 22) and the standard significance level (p = 0.05), the calculated value for
participant 22 exceeded the critical value of Grubbs’ test, suggesting that participant
22’s performance significantly deviated from the rest of the sample. Moreover, the
Shapiro-Wilk test [97] revealed that the distribution of the participants’ correct answers
without this outlier is indeed approximately normal (p > 0.05), justifying the use of
Grubbs’ test. Consequently, I have excluded participant 22’s results from subsequent
analyses. Participant 22 was a member of the control group, resulting in a 10 to 11 split
between Control and Experimental, respectively.

Given 21 remaining participants and 16 emails, 336 final labels were recorded, 160
from the Control group and 176 from the Experimental. While the labelling system
allowed participants to change the label they assign to an email, i.e., change their mind,
there were only 4 occurrences of this, with 2 occurrences per group.

6.1 Exploratory Analysis of Module Usage

The analysis module was used 56 times out of the 176 times an email was viewed by
the Experimental group. When the module was used, it was used once per email per
participant, with the exception of participant 12, who clicked to analyse emails 13 and
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15 three times and two times, respectively. Thus, there were 53 unique uses of the
module, resulting in a usage rate of ≈ 31%. No participant analysed every email.

4 of the 11 Experimental participants did not use the module on any email. This was
despite the users being prompted to use the module in the instruction phase. All 4 of
these participants mislabelled at least one email.

Across the Experimental group, the mean number of times the email analysis module
was used was 4.82, with a SD of 5.42, and a median of 5 times across the 16 emails.
When excluding participants who did not use the module at all, the mean usage increased
to 7.57 with a SD of 4.96, while the median remained unchanged at 5. These large SDs
suggest that there is a wide range of usage patterns among the Experimental group;
some participants used the module quite frequently, while others were more selective.

Between phishing and legitimate emails, usage remained similar. The mean number
of times a phishing emails was analysed was 3.40, SD 1.14, median 3. The mean for
legitimate emails was 3.60, SD 1.43, median 4. These findings suggest that participants
used the email analysis module at a similar rate for both phishing and legitimate emails.

Of the 53 times an email was analysed, the participant agreed with the overall classifica-
tion of the analysis module 49 times, ≈ 92% of the time. As evidenced by Figure 6.2, 5
of the 11 Experimental group participants mislabelled email 14, the one email it incor-
rectly classified. None of the participants in the Control group mislabelled this email. I
employed Fisher’s exact test, which found this difference to be statistically significant
(p = 0.035). Further, when filtering the experimental group to include only those who
analysed the email (4 participants), all followed the classification and mislabelled the
email. When considering these 4 participants against the Control group, p is < 0.001.

6.2 User Performance

The labels assigned to phishing emails by the participants are displayed in Figure
6.1. The phishing emails have the indices 1, 2, 5, 6, and 10. The labels assigned to
legitimate emails by the participants are displayed in Figure 6.2. Of the 16 emails, 9
were mislabelled at least once.

6.2.1 Phishing Emails

6.2.1.1 User Performance

According to Hypothesis 1a, it would be expected that the detection rate of the Experi-
mental group for the phishing emails would be higher when compared to the Control
group. The control group were correct 88% of the time (SD = 0.17), compared to the
Experimental Group at 91% (SD = 0.14). This difference is not statistically significant
(odds ratio = 0.73, p = 0.75). As such, there is currently insufficient evidence to confirm
Hypothesis 1a.

Emails 5 and 6 were the most often mislabelled. For email 5, 3 of the 10 participants
in the Control group mislabelled this email, as opposed to 1 of the 11 Experimental
participants. However, the amount of data collected is insufficient to determine if this is
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Figure 6.1: Labels assigned to each phishing email in the email set by the participants.
Each email has two bars: The left bar indicates the labels assigned by the control group,
the right indicates the labels assigned by the experimental group.

statistically significant (odds ratio = 0.23, p = 0.31). An equal number of participants
mislabelled Email 6 across both groups.

The precision for phishing emails of the Control and Experimental Group was 0.76 (SD
= 0.17) and 0.94 (SD = 0.08), respectively. This suggests that when a participant in the
Experimental group thought an email was phishing, they were more likely to be correct
than the control group, and this high level of precision is consistent across the group.

6.2.1.2 Confidence

According to Hypothesis 2a, it would be expected that the confidence of the Experi-
mental group for the phishing emails would be higher when compared to the Control
group.

The Control group labelled phishing emails confidently 70% of the time (SD = 0.24),
whereas the Experimental Group labelled them confidently 87% of the time (SD = 0.18).
This difference is statistically significant (odds ratio = 0.34, p = 0.034). These findings
confirm Hypothesis 2a. The use of the analysis module appears to have contributed to
an increase in user confidence when labelling phishing emails.

6.2.2 Legitimate Emails

6.2.2.1 User Performance

According to Hypothesis 1b, it would be expected that the detection rate of the Experi-
mental group for the legitimate emails would be higher when compared to the Control
group. The control group were correct 86% of the time (SD = 0.11), compared to the
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Experimental Group at 90% (SD = 0.09). This difference is not statistically significant
(odds ratio = 0.70, p = 0.41). As such, there is there is currently insufficient evidence to
confirm Hypothesis 1b.

70% and 45% of the Control and Experimental groups incorrectly marked email 4 as
phishing, respectively. While this difference is not statistically significant (odds ratio
= 0.357, p = 0.39), the level of incorrect labels is interesting. The email was external
to the UoE, possessed a relatively long URL, and contained a financial incentive. This
may explain the high rates of incorrect labelling.

The precision for legitimate emails of the Control and Experimental Group was 0.94
(SD = 0.08) and 0.96 (SD = 0.06), respectively. Both groups were often correct when
they thought an email legitimate.

6.2.2.2 Confidence

According to Hypothesis 2b, it would be expected that the confidence of the Experi-
mental group for the legitimate emails would be higher when compared to the Control
group. The Control group labelled legitimate emails confidently 80% of the time (SD =
0.15), whereas the Experimental Group labelled them confidently 83% of the time (SD
= 0.11). This difference is not statistically significant (odds ratio = 0.84, p = 0.62).

Figure 6.2: Labels assigned to each legitimate email in the email set by the participants.
Each email has two bars: The left bar indicates the labels assigned by the control group,
the right indicates the labels assigned by the experimental group.
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6.2.3 Module Impact on Inbox Processing Time

The mean time the Control and Experimental group took to complete the task was
530 seconds (SD = 290) and 660 seconds (SD = 230), respectively. The Experimental
group took ≈ 25% longer, confirming Hypothesis 3. This may be as users took time to
examine the information provided by the module when they analysed an email.

The mean difference in time that participants in the Control and Experimental group
labelled each subsequent email on average was ≈−2.6 seconds and ≈−2.4 seconds,
respectively, suggesting that users in both groups learned to label emails faster as they
progressed through the list.

6.3 Summary

While the results showed that the use of the analysis module increased the confidence
of user decisions when evaluating phishing emails, phishing detection rates did not
increase by a significant amount. However, the experimental group did display increased
precision in identifying phishing emails.

The analysis module was used on 31% of the emails viewed by the experimental group.
When it was used, users complied with its classification 92% of the time, suggesting that
users either trust the classification or invest less effort in reaching their own conclusions.
The usage varied significantly from user to user, suggesting that some users relied upon
the module for almost every email they saw, while others were more selective.

Participants in the Experimental group spent ≈ 25% more time analysing the email set
compared to the Control group. This is a significant increase in time - approximately
8 additional seconds per email. However, given that this was the participants’ first
exposure to a system of this kind, it may be that some of this added time is accounted
for by the user learning to use the novel system.

The study did not reveal conclusive answers to many of the hypotheses stated. Further
research is required to overcome this studies limitations and reach a conclusion upon
whether the system improves user’s phishing detection abilities. Regardless, some of
the patterns of behaviours exhibited by users when employing the system have been
identified which may inform said future research.
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Discussion and Evaluation

Given the combination of the damage that phishing attacks cause and the failures of
current techniques in preventing users from interacting with emails unsafely, it is essen-
tial to investigate alternative solutions. Users have been shown to consistently focus on
features of emails that are not reliable indicators of phishing when evaluating an email’s
legitimacy. Thus, this study aimed to evaluate the effectiveness of presenting users with
additional information about reliable phishing indicators, as obtained and displayed
by the automatic process employed by an email analysis module, implemented in the
previous year. The study compared two different experimental conditions, wherein users
were either shown generic, preventative advice or given access to the aforementioned
analysis module. Through analysing the difference in user performance between these
two groups, the study attempted to determine whether this information improved users’
phishing detection rate and the magnitude of the improvement, among other statistics.

7.1 Interpretation of Results

Users with the ability to analyse are more precise and confident when dealing with
phishing emails. The study found that presenting information such as that supplied
from the email analysis module allows users to be more confident when labelling
phishing emails, and they become more precise in detecting phishing emails. Despite
the fact that the phishing detection rates between the two groups was not significantly
different, the increased precision of the Experimental group suggests that the Control
group was overly cautious, marking more emails as phishing than were present in the set.
Thus, the hypothesis that users with the email analysis module are better at detecting
phishing emails should not be totally discounted. These findings suggest there may be a
positive relationship between module use and phishing detection. I speculate that the
true detection rate of the two groups may be obscured by the Control groups imprecision
- their detection rate may be inflated as they labelled more emails as phishing. However,
this claim requires additional evidence to be substantiated.

The phishing detection rates of participants in both groups were approximately 90%.
This value is notably higher than in similar studies [19, 91, 131], wherein most of the
participants detected approximately half of the phishing emails. It may be that the
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phishing emails in the set used for this study were too easily distinguishable, or that the
participants were more adept at detecting phishing emails.

Users with the ability to analyse spend more time evaluating emails. Hypothesis
3 suggested that the Experimental group would spend more time analysing emails
than the Control. Users with access to the analysis module were found to spend
approximately 25% more time analysing the set of 16 emails when compared to those
without, confirming this hypothesis. Considering the discussion in Section 2.2.2,
this may pose a limitation to the module if used in a real-world setting. Security is
a secondary goal for the user, and demanding they spend more time may dissuade
users from using the analysis [43]. The added demand from the use of the module
is unavoidable, and the increase in time users spend when using it is significant; this
should be considered as a key statistic to measure in future research.

As the system is novel, this increased time may take into account the time it takes for a
user to learn how to use the module. Both groups were found to label each subsequent
label faster than those preceded it at a comparable rate. Given the small size of the
email set, it is difficult to determine the effect of learning on module usage at this time.

Use of the analysis module varies widely. 4 of the 11 Experimental participants did not
use the analysis module once, and each mislabelled at least one email. This is despite
users being prompted to use the module in the instruction phase. This finding suggests
that some participants may have felt confident in their ability to identify phishing emails
without the assistance of the module, and/or they may not have fully understood its
purpose or value. This hypothesis is supported by Kumaraguru et al., who claimed that
users may be overconfident in their knowledge of phishing [55]. I found this result
surprising, as I had expected users to analyse any email they could out of curiosity for
the novel system. Instead, the mean usage rate was relatively low, at ≈31%.

The usage rate per participant varied widely. The mean number of times the module
was used was 4.82, with an SD of 5.42, across the 16 emails. This large SD with respect
to the mean suggests that some users relied upon the analysis module for the majority
of the emails in the set, whereas others were more selective.

Users almost always comply with the analysis’ classification. The exploratory
analysis of the usage of the module discovered that, when used, the user agreed with
its classification 92% of the time. This finding suggests that users place a high level
of trust in the classification provided by the analysis module. It may be that users are
relying on the module to be correct and are not investing the same amount of effort
in reaching their own conclusions as the Control group. This hypothesis is supported
by the discussion in Section 2.2.2. The specific analysis of email 14, the one email in
the set incorrectly classified, showed this effect may be true even when the module is
incorrect. This is despite the participants being warned in the instruction phase that the
module may be incorrect. However, one email is insufficient in drawing a definitive
conclusion on user behaviour when the module is incorrect.

The design of of the email analysis module’s output may contribute to this effect.
Tidwell discusses the guiding principles in designing single-page designs such as the
one used to display the analysis [107]. Tidwell emphasises the importance of the visual
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hierarchy. The visual hierarchy suggests users consider items at the top of designs as
more important than items further down. The overall classification is placed at the top
of the design, and is thus given a high level of importance respective to the rest of the
information. This position of importance is in contrast to the aforementioned flaws in
the overall classification of the module, discussed in Section 3.1. Despite the technical
flaws behind how the classification is made, the design places it in an area of importance
and users have been shown to rely upon that classification. As such, I suggest the design
be altered to lower the importance of the classification, the classification process be
improved upon to justify its position in the visual hierarchy, or be removed entirely.

7.2 Limitations

7.2.1 Participant Recruitment and Demographics

22 participants were recruited through an email sent to the undergraduate and post-
graduate Master of Science student mailing lists within the University of Edinburgh’s
School of Informatics. This email can be seen in Appendix C. Table 7.1 summarises the
demographics of this sample. This sample is not demographically representative, with
the sample skewed towards male participants (64%) and the 18-24 age group (64%).
Further, while it is not shown in Table 7.1, as the participants were recruited through the
School of Informatics mailing list, they may possess an above average knowledge of
cybersecurity concerns. This may be a reasonable explanation for the increased phishing
detection rate of the participants. Together, these factors harm the generalisability of
the results as they may not accurately reflect how the wider population would respond.

The most pertinent limitation of the study is that of the sample size (N=22) and number
of phishing emails (5) used. Both are much less than that used in other studies [131, 14,
99, 122, 52]. As noted by Banerjee et al [6], this reduced the statistical power of the
study, and may have led to Type II errors (false negatives) in the hypothesis the results
of the study failed to confirm. Given the low sample size, few phishing emails, and
increased phishing detection ability, there was a total of 11 incorrect labels in the 105
labels assigned to phishing emails, distributed between two groups. This amount of
data is notably low, casting doubt on any conclusions reached using this data. A power
analysis may be performed to determine the ideal sample size in future. Further, the
lack of data prevented more advanced analyses, such as how the demographic sample
varied in their usage and prediction rates; some of the demographic questions were
answered by only 1 participant.

7.2.2 Website Environment and Methodology

This study suffers from the same limitation Zheng and Becker identified [131]. The
website does not fully reflect an actual email inbox. Indeed, as I noted in more detail
in Section 4.1, an embedded study, such as others conducted [14, 55, 99], wherein the
email analysis module would be incorporated directly into user inboxes would result in
a much improved study.

The data measured also could be improved upon. Evaluating a user’s confidence when
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N % N %
Current Level of Study Gender Identity

Pre-Honours (Years 1-2) 2 9% Male 14 64%
Honours (Years 3-4) 4 18% Female 8 36%
UG5 4 18% Non-Binary 0 0%
PGT (Taught Post-Graduate) 5 23% In Another Way 0 0%
PGR (Research Post-Graduate) 1 5% Prefer Not to Say 0 0%
Other 6 27%

Age Nationality
Under 18 0 0% United Kingdom 12 55%
18-24 14 64% Indonesia 3 14%
25-34 4 18% United States of America 2 9%
35-44 3 14% Poland 2 9%
45-54 0 0% Turkey 1 5%
Over 54 1 5% Greece 1 5%

China 1 5%

Table 7.1: Demographics of the survey sample. Valid responses were received from a
total of 22 respondents. All percentages shown to nearest integer.

they are labelling a phishing email is perhaps not as appropriate a measurement as
evaluating confidence when the user thought the email was phishing - this would
measure the user’s confidence in their precision, which may be a more useful metric.

Participants in the study were able to access the analysis of each email within the time
it took for their browser to receive the analysis from the website, as they had been
analysed prior to the study as described in Section 5.1.4. This is not realistic, in a
real-world setting the analysis will be conducted as and when a user asks for it. Users
may have used the module more than they would in reality, as they don’t have to wait
for the process to occur. Introducing a delay in displaying the analysis to the user may
mitigate this concern in future studies.

7.2.3 Email Analysis Module

The module itself possesses multiple limitations, some of which were identified in the
previous year [95].

A defence-aware attacker may be able to circumvent many of the email analysis mod-
ule’s detection heuristics. If an attacker knew, for instance, the list of phishing keywords
it uses in its analysis, an attacker may simply not use those words. This lowers the
likelihood of a correct classification, and, given users’ trust in that classification, would
be detrimental to its effectiveness.

The current study and the module it evaluated did not consider the concept of ‘infor-
mation overload’, as described by O’Reilly [83]. O’Reilly found that giving a user too
much information is more detrimental to the user’s decision-making process than if they
had too little. Thus, the module may consider being more strategic in the information is
provides to users in future.
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Conclusion and Future Work

It is indisputable that phishing email attacks will continue to cause damage for the
foreseeable future. It has been consistently shown that users incorrectly assess evidence
within emails that can conclusively distinguish them as phishing. Further, users fail to
fully engage themselves in the analysis process, leading to an insufficient examination of
said evidence. The study conducted within this paper attempted to address these failings
by providing users with that evidence automatically, in such a way that they could read
and understand that information. This information was provided using an automatic
process developed across this paper and its predecessor [95], which analyses a range
of features within emails and presents it to the user in a readable form - a technique
that is novel to the phishing prevention field. A website previously used in phishing
research [131] was altered, improved upon, and tested with the purpose of employing it
within a study that aimed to compares users’ phishing susceptibility with and without
the system described. This study found that presenting users with this information
increased their confidence and precision with regards to phishing emails. This finding
contributes to the ongoing efforts to enhance email security; by improving the ability of
individuals to accurately assess the information within phishing emails, these emails
may be more readily identified, and the damage they cause may be mitigated. However,
the study’s limitations precluded any further assertions from being conclusively drawn.
Most pertinently, it was not determined whether phishing detection rates increased by a
meaningful amount. A future study of the same methodology will be conducted with
increased resources to address these limitations and evaluate whether this novel system
will be a beneficial addition to the phishing defence framework. Nonetheless, this study
encourages a range of future works. Through the creation of similar user-centred tools
that enhance users’ email evaluation processes, the field may develop more effective
strategies for combating the persistent threat that phishing attacks pose.

8.1 Future Work

As noted in Chapter 4, this study serves as a pilot study for a study that will be
conducted using the same website I modified in Chapter 5. Thus, this section will aim
its recommendations toward that study in addition to other studies that may seek to
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address the limitations of this study.

This study’s limitations prevented conclusions from being reached on the hypotheses
of the study, most pertinent of which was whether this information improved users’
phishing detection rate. This should be a key objective of future research on the module.

The usage of the email analysis module was shown to vary widely. Some participants
used the module regularly, while others were more selective. It may be that some users
rely on the module to analyse the majority of the emails they see, while others use it only
when unsure. Future work should look to understand whether this, or another reason, is
behind this wide range of usage. Further, some participants did not use the analysis at all.
Further investigation is required to better understand the reasons behind this behaviour.
Think-Aloud testing may be one approach to this investigation [49, 65], with the aim of
gathering the user’s thoughts to determine whether they never reference the module at
all, or if they don’t feel they need it. Another finding was that users spend much more
time when they analysed emails, and that this time decreased as the users observed each
subsequent email. Determining whether the amount of time spent analysing each email
remains consistent or decreases as users become more familiar with the analysis may be
an objective of future work. Furthermore, it would be beneficial to investigate whether
the module’s information can be presented more efficiently to lower this added time.

Including the demographics of the sample in the analyses may be beneficial. Zheng and
Becker performed hierarchical linear regressions based off of their demographic data
[131], which may be a possible extension to the methodology used in this paper. Further,
including further demographic questions, such as allowing the users to self-report their
knowledge of phishing, could provide further insights into what factors influence the
usage of the module.

Other research may look to develop similar systems that supply users with additional
information. The process used to evaluate many of of the phishing indicators analysed
by the email analysis module can be improved upon; future work may look to refine the
email analysis module by improving these indicators and/or incorporate more indicators
or machine learning techniques. Additionally, different systems may be developed
that perform a similar function. They could explore different types of information
presentation; given previous research, this may include visual cues [16, 66, 87] or
interactive elements [5], to facilitate user understanding and decision-making.
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Appendix A

Website Tests

A.1 Think-Aloud Test and Results

The following test follows the recommendations of Martin et al [70] and Lewis et al
[65].

The two participants were asked to complete the following task: “Complete the labelling
of all emails within the website”.

I sat next to the participant while they completed the task. I asked them to speak aloud
their thoughts as they conducted the task. The participants were not recorded with audio
or video equipment. I noted the relevant thoughts they verbalised as accurately to what
was spoken as possible.

A.1.1 Participant One

I can classify an image [sic] as legitimate many times even after I’ve already classified
it as legitimate. Makes it hard to tell if I’ve already classified them.

Refreshing the page completely breaks it (though that’s probably expected?).

The buttons for ‘get more information’ and then ’analyse’ is redundant. Why do I have
to click twice when I could click just once for the same effect?

The button to resize the email is really small and the grey makes it hard to see.

The download file won’t open in Excel, is it supposed to?

All in all I think it looks really professional. It just needs a few changes here and there.

A.1.2 Participant Two

In the middle panel, the emails don’t always expand fully which is annoying, and you
can’t see the scrollbar unless you go down to the bottom of the whole page.
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I have to scroll back up every time I want to label an email and then back down again
and it’s actually starting to annoy me. How about having the header maybe be persistent
and not scroll away when I scroll down? That might be a bit difficult to code though.

It doesn’t give any visual markers to show me what I’ve marked good or bad, I don’t
know if that’s part of the design but.

This email is literally like 10 or 20 pixels too small on the screen and the scrollbar is
showing.

At this point I showed the participant they could resize the email using the resize button.

Okay that’s way too small. I had no idea you could even do that.

I made it big! - The participant had used the resize tool to make the email so wide on
the screen it wrapped around and was now displayed underneath the email list.

Yeah you need to change that resize stuff, like it needs to be more obvious and you need
to limit the sizes.

A.2 Screenshot Tests
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Figure A.1: Screenshot Test.



Appendix B

Study Website Design

B.1 Unmodified Website

Figure B.1: Unmodified Consent Page.
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Figure B.2: Unmodified Instruct Page.
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Figure B.3: Unmodified Task Page.
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B.2 Modified Website as Described in Section 5.1

Figure B.4: Modified Consent Page Part 1 of 2.
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Figure B.5: Modified Consent Page Part 2 of 2.
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Figure B.6: Modified Instruct Page Part 1 of 4.
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Figure B.7: Modified Instruct Page Part 2 of 4.
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Figure B.8: Modified Instruct Page Part 3A of 4- Control Group User Flow.
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Figure B.9: Modified Instruct Page Part 3B of 4- Experimental Group User Flow.
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Figure B.10: Modified Instruct Page Part 4 of 4.
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Figure B.11: Modified Task Page - Control Group User Flow.
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Figure B.12: Modified Task Page - Experimental Group User Flow.
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Figure B.13: Modified Task Page - Experimental Group User Flow. Analysis and Email
displayed. Rotated 90◦ anticlockwise.
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Participant Recruitment Email
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Figure C.1: Email sent to School of Informatics mailing list to recruit participants.



Appendix D

Post-task Survey

The post-task survey was 6 questions long. The survey was delivered using Microsoft
Forms [81]. Questions 1-5 were mandatory. Question 1 asked participants to supply
their output file. Question 2-4 were demographic questions. Question 6 was a free-form
question. Figure D.1 and Figure D.2 displays this survey rendered in a web browser.

The survey can be accessed at the following URL: https://forms.office.com/e/
LKqyfH5LEu.

Participants were permitted to give additional, free-form feedback from question 6
of the post-task survey. The question asked was as follows: “Do you have any other
feedback for us, such as problems you had during the study or suggestions/advice?”. 5
participants responded. Response 5 was merely the single character ‘-’. All responses
are shown in Table D.1.

Response Group Feedback
1 Experimental ‘I now trust nothing and no one.’
2 Control ‘The e-mail viewer windows was a bit narrow’
3 Experimental ‘The e-mail examples could include more phishing types

(like people pretending to be family members) and more
legitimate non-university organizations, or more phishing
e-mails that look like promotion e-mails and vice versa.’

4 Control ‘the suggestions are very clear, however its tricky to rec-
ognize the phishing emails.’

5 Experimental ‘-’

Table D.1: Feedback received from participants from question 6 of the post-task survey.
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Figure D.1: Post-task Survey Part 1 of 2.
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Figure D.2: Post-task Survey Part 2 of 2.



Appendix E

Materials Employed in User Study

This appendix evidences the emails and corresponding analyses of emails 4, 5, 6, and
14. These emails were chosen as they each were noted as particularly interesting in
Chapter 6. All other emails are supplied in the supplementary materials submitted with
this report.
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Email Subject Truth Label Classification
0 1 new junior graduate software developer

c++ job in Edinburgh
Legitimate Legitimate

1 FW: Re: Phishing Phishing
2 (@HMRCgovuk) Claim your tax refund on-

line - University of Edinburgh -
Phishing Phishing

3 Industrial action paused over the next two
weeks

Legitimate Legitimate

4 National Student Survey, The University of
Edinburgh

Legitimate Legitimate

5 Paid Research for Students - Career Aspira-
tions

Phishing Phishing

6 Payment Remittance Advice -Monday June
22, 2020

Phishing Phishing

7 Pulse Survey results and next steps Legitimate Legitimate
8 Pat, want a loan that suits you? Legitimate Legitimate
9 Sorry we sent you an email accidentally Legitimate Legitimate
10 Security Alert Phishing Phishing
11 [Students] Computing Support update Legitimate Legitimate
12 [Students] Tuesday 21st February - Talks for

L/R in Computational Cognitive Science
Legitimate Legitimate

13 [ug-students] Invitation to workshops on ex-
periential learning

Legitimate Legitimate

14 [ug-students] LAST CHANCE: Undergrad-
uate School Representative

Legitimate Phishing

15 [ug5-students] Fully Funded Health Data
Visualisation PhD Position in St. Andrews

Legitimate Legitimate

Table E.1: Emails used in the study with subject, truth label, and analysis classification.
If the analysis classification differs from the truth label it is shown in bold.
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Figure E.1: Email 4 - Truth Label: Legitimate.

Figure E.2: Email 4 Analysis - Truth Label: Legitimate.
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Figure E.3: Email 5 - Truth Label: Phishing.
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Figure E.4: Email 5 Analysis - Truth Label: Phishing.
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Figure E.5: Email 6 - Truth Label: Phishing.
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Figure E.6: Email 6 Analysis - Truth Label: Phishing.
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Figure E.7: Email 14 - Truth Label: Legitimate.
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Figure E.8: Email 14 Analysis - Truth Label: Legitimate. Note that the overall classification
is wrong in this instance.
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Microsoft Outlook Add-in
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Figure F.1: Microsoft Outlook Desktop Application. PhishEd report button shown in
top-right. Email pixelated for the protection of the sender’s privacy.
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Figure F.2: Microsoft Outlook Desktop Application. Sidebar shown once PhishEd report
button has been clicked.



Appendix G

Generative Language Models in
Phishing

Generative language models that create convincing human-like text have become in-
creasingly prevalent in the last two years and are now freely available to use [34]. Brown
et al. specifically highlights the potential for their model - GPT-3 - to be misused to
generate phishing/spam emails [12]. These models would allow an attacker to automate
their phishing campaigns by generating high-quality phishing emails that no longer
possess typical phishing characteristics, such as misspellings. It would be negligent to
ignore the potential effects such models may have on the email analysis module and
its applications - and, indeed, on the field of phishing as a whole. Given the recency
of these models, research on this topic is limited. Lohn and Jackson speculate as to
how models such as these may affect the rates of phishing campaign detection and
user susceptibility [68], suggesting it may increase clickthrough rates tenfold and in-
validate decades of anti-phishing training. However, at the time of writing, phishing
emails created by these models have not been quantitatively compared to human-written
emails in any context. Therefore, the consequences on the field of phishing can only be
speculated. Nonetheless, it is important to keep such models in mind in future, should
their usage become prevalent. In which case, it may be possible for the email analysis
module to incorporate AI generated text detection software in its analysis.
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